Donations
Through CIPHER
Working With The Community

A few touching
gestures in our calls
1

A mother and daughter
pair, who wanted to
donate their long hair to
making wigs for cancer
patients rather than make
it a religious donation

Cancer Helpline has become
synonymous with helping
individuals affected by
cancer.
This also means that people who have had cancer and recovered
successfully, get in touch with us to assess ways in which they can
contribute to helping others with cancer. Sometimes, in the
unfortunate event of a loved one having passed away due to
cancer, family members or friends reach out to us to identify ways in

2

A grandmother, who lost
her grandchild to cancer,
wished to donate blankets
to other children afflicted
by cancer

which they can help contribute towards cancer as a cause.
We get several calls where people express their interest in
contributing to various forms including donations of cash and kind.
A lot of people call us with Remembrance Day donations where
they choose institutions of their choice.

How does
CIPHER help?

Would you like to organise a
donation for an institution that
works in the space of cancer?
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Drop us an email at
mywellbeing@cipherhealthcare.com
Or call us at
+91-40-68888120/130

